Work at Home
Grade- 1
Week - 4
(20th – 24th April, 2020)
Dear Parent,
Presenting Week- 4 Fun Work for the kids. Hope they will enjoy
doing their Fun Activity under your guidance. You can compile and
keep the work done by them. It is to be submitted after reopening.
Dear Children,
Hope you are enjoying staying at home with your loved ones.
Prepared some Fun Activities for you. You can do them with your
parents/ elders help.
English:
 Children, Rhyming words are two or more words that have
same or similar ending sound. For example: goat, boat etc.
Match the Rhyming words:

 Articles- add ‘a’ or ‘an’

 Reading is fun. Read and answer the question that follows.

Environmental Science:
 Name the pictures:

 Match them.

Math Fun:
 Count the given shape and write below.

 Complete the following by skip counting.

Rhyme Time:

Days of the Week
On Monday
I go to school.
On Tuesday
I walk to the pool.
On Wednesday
I feed my cat.
On Thursday,
I clean my flat.
On Friday

I read a book.
On Saturday
I am a cook.
On Sunday
I lie in the Sun
And eat a delicious bun.
Fun Time:
Try to find out vegetables name. If you get 4 - 5 correct, you
are a genius. Good Luck!

Requesting you to,
 Read English/ Hindi/ Telugu story books (if you have at
home) with the help of your parents or elders. Many ebooks are also available. You can take your
parents/elders help in reading them.
 Learn days of the week in Hindi / Telugu.
 Practice Cursive & Hindi/Telugu handwriting every day.
 Write Hindi/Telugu alphabets regularly.
 Play indoor games like Ludo, Carrom board, Scrabble,
Chess etc.
 Do some indoor exercises to keep you fit such as jumping
jack, skipping rope, walk indoors etc.
 Help parents in small household chores like dusting of
the house, cleaning wardrobes and watering the plants.
 Speak in English as much as possible.
 Use the golden words ‘Sorry’, ‘Please’, ‘Thank you’ and
‘Excuse me’ extensively.
 Stay indoors


Stay safe
Thank you
Vandana Srivastava
Coordinator Grade 1 & 2

